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[XMAS EDITION] Let the party start!

 

 
At Renoma's, we are opening the festivities: the boxer artist Emmanuel Deschodt is posing in a Renoma

tennis pinstripes double-breasted suit with boxing gloves… ready to face the Christmas evening!
An inspiration for your next outfit?

 

 
[FASHION] In Winter, a matter of materials…

 
...with the 2022 Fall/Winter collection,

photographed by Stéfanie Renoma for the last EDGE Magazine editorial
and worn Renoma-style by Mélanie Dedigama and Candice Duthe.

To discover at the boutique at 129bis Rue de la Pompe, Paris 16th and on the Renoma e-shop!
 

 
© EDGE MAGAZINE editorial / photographs: Stéfanie Renoma / models: Mélanie Dedigama and Candice Duthe 
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[APPART] The Appart Renoma gets ready for 2023!

 

 
After having hosted an exceptional exhibition of Art Brut artworks from the Bruno Decharme collection, the
Appart Renoma has had a makeover and is transformed until the end of February into an inspirational
workshop: artists will be invited to discuss with Maurice Renoma and discover his universe, in order to
create a artwork inspired by this environment.

 
The spaces of this Haussmannian apartment at 129bis Rue de la Pompe (Paris 16th), installed above the
historic boutique, will thus be inhabited by iconic photographs of Maurice Renoma, his personal objects,
documentation of archives, and by a few pieces from his « concept-collections » designed solo or in
collaboration with other artists.

 

 

[ARCHIVE] Let's talk about boxing
 
In 1990, Mike Tyson reigns as undisputed champion. Unexpected event, he will receive his first defeat on

the mat by Buster Douglas, during a world championship fight that will mark the history of sport and an

entire generation. It was February 11, 1990 at the Tokyo Dome, and Renoma was there.

A great lover of this sport, Maurice Renoma sponsored the fight without much competition. Mike Tyson,

being known to knock out his opponents very quickly, his fights could indeed be shunned down by

advertisers.

 

 
Photograph: Nikon Sports, Japan, February 12, 1990.
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presse@renoma-paris.com

+33(0)1 44 05 38 14/18
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Shop

129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116 Paris

Tuesday-Saturday: 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

+33(0)1 44 05 38 25

https://www.renoma-shop.com/

 
Appart Renoma

129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116 Paris

access through the shop

Tuesday-Saturday: 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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